How Freshworks Increased Response Rates
and Shortened Sales Cycle by Adding
Personalized Videos from Hippo Video
SaaS unicorn, Freshworks, used videos in their account-based selling to tackle dipping
response rates, boost lead generation, and shorten their sales cycle.

3X response rates

200% more leads

40% faster sales cycle

About Freshworks
Freshworks is a game-changing SaaS startup from India that has become a unicorn in
less than six years. They have more than 100,000 customers worldwide who use their
enterprise helpdesk and CRM solutions. They have raised more than $250 Million in total
at a valuation of $3.5 Billion and are in the Top15 best SAAS companies list from
G2Crowd.
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Overview

The Challenge
Looking to increase response rates

Having had massive success with SMBs, Freshworks now forayed into the mid-market and enterprise
segments with account-based selling. They identified the target accounts and contacts. However, their
initial campaigns failed to get their SDRs the meetings they needed from their targeted accounts.
Connecting with C-suite became harder as their regular email cadences didn’t leave a lasting impression.
This, in turn, resulted in poor response rates and fewer meetings.
They narrowed down the key issues to these points:
• Their Email cadence was yielding low response rates. They wanted to try videos to improve efficiency.
• Visualize product offerings and pique prospect’s interest.
• They wanted to capture requirements early in the buying cycle. This would help them tailor the
pitches and reduce the sales cycle time.
• Some of their demos had no shows. They wanted to arrest this trend by using videos.
• They needed a complete white-label solution and a seamless user experience.

The Solution

A video integrated 14 touch-point sales cadence
The team decided to experiment with videos to build meaningful connections with their prospects and
improve sales results. The sales team had been running an outreach campaign with 14 touchpoints that
included emails, phone calls, Linkedin, and direct mails. The team substituted the crucial touchpoints with
authentic and hyper-personalized videos.
For instance,
• The introductory text email was replaced by a 53-second introductory video email, which helped them
humanize their outreach and build REAL relationships.
• The contact before and after the demo was substituted with a personalized Linkedin video message
to build REAL engagement and trust.
• The videos were hyper-personalized to the recipient and to the company, to instantly grab the
prospect’s attention and build REAL prospect engagement.
• The prospects were then driven to a personalized sales page with a solution to the prospect’s
problem along with highly relevant case studies, to speed up the decision-making cycle.
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Can I speed up your sales process by 2x?
Jenny Doe
to me, team

Welcome to Hippo Video
Click to watch video
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The Challenge
Making Sales Cycle Shorter

Freshworks’ website visitors had to visit multiple pages to find the right solution. After going through
text-heavy web pages, visitors signed up for their queries. On signing up, sales reps had to spend a lot of
time on-call explaining fundamental product features and use-cases. After this, sales reps had to enrich or
qualify prospects manually. The entire process resulted in longer call duration for reps - even with
unqualified leads. There were multiple gaps in the deal funnel resulting in a longer sales cycle.

The Solution

REAL Engaging Video Experience with a faster sales cycle
Hippo Video allowed them to create a complete workflow using personalized videos.
As Hippo Video also doubles- down as a Video CMS, Freshworks could create all the video content and
store it with Hippo Video itself. They categorized their videos based on specific uses-cases and
maintained a repository with Hippo Video.
After going through the website content, the prospects were given a form. This form collected their
contact information. It also collected the use-cases that were important for the prospects. They also had
the option to choose multiple use-cases.
Based on the prospect’s inputs, the right videos were selected from the database, stitched together, and
delivered instantly on a personalized landing page. The tailor-made video enhanced the buying
experience of prospects. Video analytics also helped sales reps to improve lead prospect enrichment as
they understood prospect use cases better - even before the first call.
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The Challenge
Make Prospects go Wow in the First Touch
- Show, Don’t tell

Freshchat is a product of Freshworks for website live chat. The product needs to be embedded on the
website and can be customized according to requirements. For outbound prospects, Freshchat
SDRs(Sales Dev Reps ) had to explain various features & customizations available in the product.
However, the cold prospects of Freshchat had a tough time visualizing the solutions on their website. This
meant that SDR conversation did not leave a long-lasting impact on the prospect. Sales reps struggled to
enhance their prospect’s experience on how Freshchat can help.

The Solution

REAL Prospect engagement with Personalized
Video website overlay
Hippo Video’s personalized video solution came to the rescue. The reps at Freshchat personalized their
demo videos, which gave a glimpse of Freshchat widget on prospect’s websites. All that the rep had to do
was mention the prospect website URL,and generate a professional video. This video showcased
Freshchat value proposition overlaid on prospect’s website - all this at the click of a button. The prospect
now was positively surprised when the reps showed them how Freshchat widget would work on the
prospect’s website exactly. Within no time, prospects were now able to visualize various possibilities with
Freshchat on their own website. The quick, personalized demo videos impressed prospects and resulted in
increased meetings for SDRs at Freshchat.

'Welcome to Hugo Boss.
How can we help you?'
Type your message...
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Overall Outcome with Videos
Using the in-built analytics, the salespeople were able to track the prospects who viewed the video. Over
80% of the people who opened the email watched the complete introductory video. The sales reps sent
tailored follow-ups to the prospects who watched the video.
The net result was a 3X increase in their response rates and a 66% increase in the number of leads from
the target accounts.
• 3x increase in response rates
• 200% increase in the number of leads
• 40% shorter sales cycle
• 2544 videos created
Soon after the initial success, the company rolled out the solution to their entire sales team, and Hippo
Video is now an integral part of Freshworks sales operations.

With Hippo Video, we are able to simply hit the record button, capture
personalized resolution videos, and deliver great-looking content in no
time. Hippo Video has greatly reduced the sales cycle and helped us to
engage prospects better. In fact, with the help of Hippo Video, we are
able to have better and quality conversations with our prospects. This
certainly helps us improve our deal conversions.”
- Head of Sales Engineering
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